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Tramway Extension Piraeus: tram re-introduced
in the city after 40 years
At the start of 2019 the first tramway test ride took place for the new 6 km Extension to Piraeus in the Athens urban area.
The newly installed tram track covers many contemporary travel needs and provides a durable solution in a crowded and
historical city.

This turnkey project was awarded to Themeli SA as general contractor. edilon)(sedra contributed with the general design of the system,
supply of materials and provision of technical support, training and quality control assistance.
The strict requirements for noise and vibration control set by the supervising authority ATTIKO METRO S.A. are met by edilon)(sedra’s
Corkelast® Embedded Rail System in combination with edilon)(sedra’s prefabricated floating Slab Track System, in order to overcome
the sensitive soil conditions close to the sea side. Over half of the slab track length edilon)(sedra Slab Track Mats are installed, forming
a resilient substructure.
Throughout the length of the project, there are around 25 switches and crossings included along the prefabricated Slab Track System,
which is expected to minimise nuisance to the city’s vivid everyday life and crowded traffic. In addition, this track system allows for
relatively shallow excavation depth thus minimising the risk of intervening with the archaeological wealth that lies underground.
Once all tests are successful, the tramway extension to Piraeus will be released to commercial operation and the tram will be reintroduced in the city after nearly 40 years.

Highlights of this project:
• Because the tramway crosses the centre of Piraeus and in some cases the track is located <5 m from
buildings an important component of the design was the reduction of noise and vibration. This was
accomplished by the use of a continuous rail strip in combination with the rail embedding elastomer

Watch the video

Corkelast® VA-60.
• Stray current protection was created by use of Corkelast® VA-60 and Stray Current Protection Mats for
additional bridge protection.
• The risk in Piraeus as in many parts of Athens is the ever present archaeological findings which if disturbed
would result in project delays. Therefore the low prefabricated slab height provided an ideal solution to install
a tramway track without disturbing either the services nor the archaeological situation.
• The track system is designed to accommodate a combination of dedicated tram and mixed road traffic.
• Installation was carried out in temperatures ranging from 5 to 40 degrees Celsius.
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edilon)(sedra Corkelast® EBS-RF

The Retrofit solution for worn out
booted blocks of metro tunnel tracks
Metro traffic congestion, combined with wet and humid tunnel conditions often lead to damaged and worn out
booted (bi-)block track systems. Increased rail wear, track geometry problems, broken and corroded tie-bars,
concrete damage, track instability, electrical isolation and signalling problems are often found in these track
locations.
Tracks often suffer from emergency service interruptions and nightly visual inspection. Taking tracks out of operation is virtually
impossible as this involves huge costs. A lot of problems to deal with!
The solution lies in a new system of the edilon)(sedra Corkelast® EBS family: Corkelast® EBS-RF. The basis of this innovative
RetroFit track system consists of a durable block with integrated elastic tray, both prefabricated under controlled conditions.
The system can be adapted to any size to fit the existing pocket after removal of the old booted blocks. Corkelast® EBS-RF is
supplied as complete unit, ready for immediate application and quick installation: a replacement period of just a few hours is
extremely critical to ensure the continuation of operational traffic the next day.

THE PROBLEMS

Water ingress

Damaged booted blocks

Corrosion

Distorted rubber boots
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RetroFit project Metro Valencia, Spain
At the start of 2019 the old booted sleeper track of Metro line 2 of Metro Valencia needed to be replaced. The booted blocks
were completely worn out. Tie-bars had to be removed due to corrosion and electrical isolation problems. The track no
longer functioned according to the system requirements of today’s regulations.

The renewed track of Metro line 2, Valencia

One of the most serious problems for Metro Valencia is the
groundwater level. The water has caused severe corrosion
on the rails, on the fastening systems and on other elements
of the track.
edilon)(sedra Application Engineering was consulted at the
initial stage of the replacement project for technical advice
and to analyse the existing track and concrete structure.
Rail, track conditions and dimensions were carefully
checked.
A renewal plan was created fitting the demands on quality,
noise, vibration and possession times. To keep the trains
running smoothly during the day, track maintenance on
this metro line was implemented in a few short night shifts
of only 3,5 hours. Implications for the environment and
stakeholders were taken into careful consideration.

The completed installation was carefully inspected, resulting
in a watertight, electrically insulated and low vibration metro
track, ready for transportation of tens of thousands of
passengers a day!

Watch project video
Do you experience problems similar to FGV with
booted block or bi-block sleeper tracks? Please ask
your local edilon)(sedra contact or contact
info@edilonsedra.com for free advice and consultation.

edilon)(sedra prepared the renewal works, in partnership
with the Valencian public railway company FGV and the
contractor Comsa. The new Corkelast® EBS-RF system,
was installed by a small team of people and number of
tools, under close supervision.
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Bridge projects under construction

New challenging bridge projects for
edilon)(sedra Bridgetrack Competence Centre

After the successful start of edilon)(sedra’s Bridgetrack Competence Centre in Munich, Germany in 2018, the centre is
working on a series of new and challenging bridge projects.
Thanks to the great customer satisfaction about the Axalp Bridge, built 2008 in Brienz, Switzerland, edilon)(sedra won a new
contract for five railway bridges in Hergiswil as part of the Swiss Zentralbahn.
The first bridge is a new in situ concrete slab bridge over the creek Steinibach. Installation works will start in April 2019. Rails will be
installed in steel channels and embedded in Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System). A new type of transition slab between the
bridge and the ballast bed will be constructed as a special prefabricated concrete element.
Installation of tracks on four other bridges in Hergiswil, Switzerland will take
place in Autumn 2019, as part of the upgrading to double track on a new
alignment. The prefabricated concrete bridges with 400 m and 478 m radii will
have 45 mm and 85 mm superelevation in the curves. The channels for the
Corkelast® ERS are included in the prefabricated concrete slabs.
Tramway
After the installation in 2017 of Corkelast® ERS tracks in the streets of Basel,
Switzerland, for the Basel tramway BVB, we will start with the construction of
tracks on the Dorenbach Viaduct, next April.
The double track of the 96,5 m viaduct will be embedded with Corkelast®
ERS in steel channels. The project also contains the designing of the bridge
expansion joints and the delivery of four rail expansion joints by Vossloh Laeis.

Examples of edilon)(sedra bridge projects in the DACH area

In Germany we have another project for BoGeStra, the tramway of Bochum
Gelsenkirchen. A double Corkelast® ERS track (2x 42,5 m) will be installed in
a concrete slab on the tram bridge Wittener Straße.

Depot projects highlighted:
When: November 2018

Where: Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Watch the video

For whom: RET

Applied system: Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System)
Track length: 659 m

Goals: Future proof track and facilities; expected lifetime depot &
facilities of > 25 years; suitable for long metro trains.
Festive opening of the Kleiweg depot

New tram and metro tracks for maintenance depot Kleiweg in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Includes reference track
‘nul-spoor’ (top-down installation with portals)
www.edilonsedra.com

When: February 2019

Where: Espoo, Finland

For whom: Kalliorakennus-Yhtiöt Oy

Applied system: Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System)
Track length: 258 m

Details: The depot is located ± 40 meters underground. In

the maintenance hall edilon)(sedra has designed, delivered and
installed (parts for) embedded rail sections, pit track and track
on pedestals. Application Engineering support was provided,
especially for the installation of the pit and pedestal tracks.
Goals: High quality, virtually maintenance free track, that can be
driven over by various maintenance vehicles and heavy fork lift

trucks (axle loads of road vehicles up to 80 tons). High electrical
isolation for every track type was required by the end-customer
Installation works Sammalvuori Metro depot

HKL.

New metro tracks for Sammalvuori Metro depot, as part of the
Helsinki Metro extensions towards Espoo

When: December 2018
Where: Singapore

For whom: SMRT
Applied system: Corkelast® ERS (Embedded Rail System)
Track length: 315 m
Goals: High electrical insulating track (5 kOhm EN 134815:2012); a flat floor for combined rail & road traffic; resistance
to detrimental environmental exposure (UV, chemicals, oils &
lubricants); minimize maintenance and LCC costs, lifespan
of > 25 years.
Installation works TUAS depot

New tracks for TUAS maintenance depot in Singapore, as part
of TUAS West extension of the East West Line. Mixed traffic
areas inside and outside the maintenance building
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